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upon the player's completion of the game, a host of statistics, statistics, and data files
are collected and recorded in a large journal which can be accessed and explored

after a save has been made, allowing players to carry their own personal record of the
game. as a result, the game has become a content farm for modders. the statistics

can be accessed in the game's menu and allow the player to view the name and
details of any equipment, spell or weapon a character is carrying. npcs in skyrim are
not voiced, and their only purpose in the game is to provide the player with a means
of interacting with the world and with other characters, both in and out of combat.

according to francis, bethesda's intent was to make npcs'more human', thus making
the game feel more like a real-life world. bethesda's decision to not include a voice for

the player's character was criticized by several reviewers, who commented that
players were forced to interact with characters as they would with other players,

without the option of voice. the game's lack of voice acting was addressed by
bethesda, as reiner remarked that 'voice acting would have been over the top

anyway, and would have overshadowed everything else in the game'. the game's non-
player characters were praised by reviewers for their personality, although reiner felt

that many npcs were too similar and lacked the 'fluency' of the player's character.
many of the game's npcs are voiced by the same actor and several of the game's

assets are reused from oblivion, a game in which the characters were voiced.
bethesda's decision to port the engine from oblivion to skyrim was praised by the

game's reviewers, although some found it disappointing that they were not able to
compare the two titles. although reiner remarked that, due to the game's success, this

was an unimportant issue, other reviewers were skeptical that the game's features
would be included in future entries in the series. the port was criticized by one

reviewer, who found it to be a major limitation, causing the game to feel more like an
action-rpg than the fantasy-based elder scrolls series. several reviewers noted the

game's performance issues; while francis described the in-game loading time between
quests as being 'like spending an hour waiting for a bus'. boglin considered the game

to be a 'hard and very rough launch', expressing dissatisfaction with the game's
performance in comparison to oblivion. boglin and kain expressed their

disappointment with the dated graphics, which made the game feel'shallow' and less
immersive than previous games in the elder scrolls series.
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